Abstract-The mechano-sensitive responses of the heart and brain were examined in the chick embryo during Hamburger and Hamilton stages 10-12. During these early stages of development, cells in these structures are organized into epithelia. Isolated hearts and brains were compressed by controlled amounts of surface tension (ST) at the surface of the sample, and microindentation was used to measure tissue stiffness following several hours of culture. The response of both organs was qualitatively similar, as they stiffened under reduced loading. With increased loading, however, the brain softened while heart stiffness was similar to controls. In the brain, changes in nuclear shape and morphology correlated with these responses, as nuclei became more elliptical with decreased loading and rounder with increased loading. Exposure to the myosin inhibitor blebbistatin indicated that these changes in stiffness and nuclear shape are likely caused by altered cytoskeletal contraction. Computational modeling suggests that this behavior tends to return peak tissue stress back toward the levels it has in the intact heart and brain. These results suggest that developing cardiac and neural epithelia respond similarly to changes in applied loads by altering contractility in ways that tend to restore the original mechanical stress state. Hence, this study supports the view that stress-based mechanical feedback plays a role in regulating epithelial development.
INTRODUCTION
Epithelia (cell sheets) play a central role in embryonic development, as they elongate, shorten, fold, and invaginate to create structures such as the brain, spinal cord, eyes, blood vessels, the heart, lungs, and the gut. 40 These morphogenetic processes involve mechanical forces, and, prior to the 1980s, considerable effort was devoted to uncovering the physical mechanisms of development. More recent studies, however, have focused chiefly on genetic and molecular regulation. Although significant advances have been made in these areas, the links between the mechanistic and regulatory aspects of epithelial morphogenesis remain poorly understood.
Recent study has shown that cells are highly sensitive to their local mechanical environment. Substrate stiffness can direct cell differentiation, 11 motility, 37 and growth rate, 39 while mechanical stress and strain affects cell proliferation, 47 cell sorting, 27 cytoskeletal remodeling, 16 and patterns of growth. 10, 32, 47 The specific response depends on cell type, differentiation state, and loading characteristics. 6 In mature organisms, mechanical perturbations often elicit an adaptive response that tends to restore a homeostatic or optimal state consistent with evolutionary law. 21, 25 In the embryo, researchers have hypothesized that active responses to mechanical perturbations play a role in driving and regulating morphogenesis. 43 Experimental data accumulated by Beloussov and co-workers seem to support this view, 3, 26 and we have found that the looping heart tube stiffens via cytoskeletal contraction when normal loads applied by the overlying splanchnopleuric membrane are removed. 33, 36 Our data also suggest that this response represents a morphogenetic adaptation that restores normal looping.
Here, we study this contractile response in the heart under more controlled conditions. In addition, because the primitive myocardium is an epithelium, we wondered whether this behavior is a general characteristic of embryonic epithelia. Hence, we also examine the mechano-sensitive response of the neuroepithelium of the early brain tube. Although this study does not address morphogenesis directly, understanding how embryonic tissues respond to mechanical loads is a crucial step in determining the physical mechanisms of development.
Some features of the brain make it more amenable to analysis than the heart. For example, the brain does not beat and its structure is simpler than that of the heart, as it consists of a single neuroepithelium rather than the three layers (endocardium, cardiac jelly, and myocardium) of the heart wall. Also, neural precursor cells in the brain are more highly organized and aligned than myocardial cells in the heart tube. Although experiments were conducted on both the heart and brain, these characteristics foster a more in-depth study of the brain.
We subjected isolated brain and heart tubes from chick embryos to various compressive loads and used microindentation to measure tissue stiffness following several hours in culture. Despite differences in morphology and function, both organs stiffened on decreased loading, while only the brain softened on increased loading. Exposure to the myosin inhibitor blebbistatin indicated that this response is caused by changes in contractility. Further study of the brain revealed that, relative to controls, cell nuclei became more elongated in stiffer brains and more circular in softer brains. Computational modeling indicates that these adaptive changes in nuclear shape are consistent with changes in contractility and wall stress. The results indicate a significant role for tissue stress in regulating epithelial morphology and development.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental Protocol
Fertilized white Leghorn chicken eggs (Sunrise Farms, Catskill, NY) were incubated for 36 h to Hamburger-Hamilton stage 10 2 to 10 + (HH10 2 to HH10 + ). 20 Embryos were removed from the egg using a filter paper carrier as previously described. 45 The brain or heart was then isolated from surrounding tissue using a fine glass needle and microscissors. Isolated tissues were transferred to semisolid 0.3% agar gels containing culture media (89% DMEM, 10% chick serum, 1% penicillin/streptomycin/neomycin) prepared in 24-well culture plates. Surface tension was varied by adding and removing liquid media in each well with a micropipette. Applied loads were tightly controlled for no surface tension (NST) samples (submerged in 0.7 mL liquid media) and high surface tension (HST) samples (excess liquid completely removed from the culture gel). A third moderate surface tension (MST) loading condition was slightly less controlled as just enough fluid was removed to match heart or brain diameter in the intact embryo. The purpose of this condition was to simulate the natural loading in the embryo as much as possible without accurately knowing the magnitude of these loads. Owing to natural variability, applying the same precisely controlled force to each sample would not yield the same deformation.
Isolated brains were cultured dorsal side up for 5 h prior to microindentation, whereas hearts were cultured on the left or right side for 12 h through the process of c-looping. Samples were cultured in an environment maintained at 37°C, 95% humidity, and 5% CO 2 . Imaging with optical coherence tomography verified that fluid volumes (and surface tension loads) remained relatively consistent during culture in all conditions. In some experiments, isolated tissues were cultured in 60 lM (2)-blebbistatin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in the dark to inhibit myosin II-based contractility. Contraction was enhanced in a group of HST brains using calyculin A (Sigma) mixed into the agar+media culture gel at a final concentration of 20 nM. Additional experiments were performed at intermediate time points during culture to test the reversibility of imposed loading and chemical perturbations. In a separate study, explant viability was verified for all culture conditions using 0.4% (w/v) Trypan Blue (Sigma).
Bright field images of isolated tissues were captured using a CCD camera (COHU, Model 4915, Coway, CA) attached to a dissecting microscope (Leica MZ8, Wetzlar, Germany). Morphology measurements were performed using commercially available image analysis software (Volocity; Improvision, Waltham, MA).
Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)
Optical coherence tomography images were generated by detecting the time delay of backscattered light in a sample path vs. that of a fixed reference path 15 as previously described. 13 Briefly, our system, custom-built in the laboratory of Dr. Andrew Rollins at Case Western Reserve University, 23 operates at a wavelength of 1310 nm with a laser output of 15 mW. Four images were acquired every 5 lm in a 2 9 2 mm scanning window and were later averaged together using a custom Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) program. Alternatively, in isolated culture experiments, a Thorlabs (Newton, NJ) OCT system coupled to a Nikon FN1 microscope was used to more efficiently locate and image samples (isolated hearts were no larger than 1 mm 3 ). Subsequent image analysis for both systems was performed using Volocity (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA) software, including image cropping, contrast optimization, and noise filtering. Three-dimensional volumes were automatically generated by cropping surrounding tissue and thresholding the inner cavity of the neural tube (see Fig. 3a¢ ).
Microindentation and Tissue Stiffness
Stiffness was measured using a custom-built microindentation device. 49 Isolated tissues were supported on one side via suction from a micropipette, and a calibrated indenter (flexible glass cantilever beam) was periodically driven into the opposite side of the sample (0.1 Hz) by a piezoelectric motor. Optical measurements of beam deflection and tissue deformation were used to plot indentation force as a function of indentation depth (see Fig. 5a ). Tangent stiffness was computed as the slope of this curve at a particular depth (see Fig. 5b ). A linear fit was used to approximate the slope of the force-displacement curve at tissue indentation depths £5 lM, while a four-parameter exponential function was used for larger indentation depths as previously described. 49 All tissues were indented at room temperature while fully submerged in phosphate buffered saline. Hence, surface tension had no effect on indentation testing. During this process morphology did not change noticeably. Isolated hearts were indented in 50 lM verapamil (L-type calcium channel blocker, Sigma) to inhibit the heart beat. Previous studies have shown that this drug has little effect on diastolic myocardial stiffness. 36 Three indentations were recorded at each sampling location to verify a consistent response. Side studies confirmed measured stiffness was relatively consistent when indenting the same region but in slightly different locations.
Nuclear Geometry
Embryos were fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde overnight and washed in a series of increasing ethanol concentrations (70, 85, 95, and 100%) to dehydrate the tissues. Samples were next washed in xylene, transferred to paraffin, and 10-lm slices of the brain were cut using a microtome (Bausch and Lomb, Rochester, NY). Slices were rehydrated (reverse ethanol concentrations above), washed in PBS, stained (DAPI, ProLong Gold, Invitrogen, Carlsbad CA), and imaged (Olympus IX70 microscope, 409 magnification). In another test of explant health, we found minimal regions of condensed DNA (indicative of cell death 24 ) after 5 h of culture.
Nuclear misalignment (the difference in angle between the major axis of the nucleus and the neuroepithelial wall) and circularity (minor/major axis of the best-fit ellipse to the nucleus) were measured using ImageJ (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/) and custom image processing routines implemented in Matlab. Misalignment was not calculated in nuclei with a circularity ‡0.9. More than 80 nuclei were analyzed for each sample, and at least four embryos were analyzed for each loading condition.
Statistics
All data are reported as mean ± SD. Statistical analyses were performed using the statistics package in SigmaPlot (v11, Systat Software Inc., Chicago, IL). Tissue morphology and stiffness as well as nuclear circularity and misalignment were compared across multiple sample groups using one-way ANOVA, with post hoc pairwise comparison made using the Bonferroni-Dunn test (p < 0.05 for statistical significance). To compare samples indented before and after changes in loading or blebbistatin treatment, a two-tailed, paired t-test was used.
RESULTS
Isolated Hearts Stiffen Under Reduced Loads
First, we consider the morphology, culturing, and mechanical testing of the isolated heart. The embryonic chick heart forms as a relatively simple tube at HH10. 20 At this stage of development, an inner endocardium (one cell, approx. 10 lm thick) is separated from an outer myocardium (two cells, approx. 20 lm thick) by a viscous extracellular matrix dubbed the cardiac jelly (CJ) (Fig. 1a) . Isolated hearts were studied over a time period of about 12 h (HH10-HH12). These stages of development encompass the morphogenetic process of cardiac c-looping, as the initially straight heart deforms into a c-shaped tube. 29 Isolated HH10 hearts were cultured in fluid whose depth was adjusted to provide three types of loading ( Fig. 2 ): no surface tension (NST), moderate surface tension (MST), and high surface tension (HST). The NST condition (fully submerged heart) effectively eliminated external loads from surrounding tissues 45 ( Fig. 2a) . The MST case was used to approximate loads in the intact embryo, as liquid media was removed until the horizontal diameter of the isolated heart was similar to that of the intact heart (Fig. 2b) . Finally, to culture explants under high surface tension (HST), liquid media was wicked away from the surface of the culture gel, greatly compressing the heart (Fig. 2c ).
Cross sections obtained by optical coherence tomography (OCT) reveal that, as compressive loading increased, samples were flattened and less cardiac jelly separated the myocardium and the endocardium (Figs. 2a¢¢-2c¢¢). In general, the internal lumen was closed after culture (Figs. 2a¢¢-2c¢¢), but the isolated heart looped into a c-shaped tube in all culture conditions, with the dorsal mesocardium located at the inner curvature (Figs. 2a¢-2c¢), further confirming the robust nature of this process in extraembryonic conditions. 4, 38 Microindentation tests were used to measure tissue stiffness, as hearts were indented on the outer curvature of the loop (OC, see Fig. 2b¢ ). Past studies have found the outer layer of myocardium to be an order of magnitude stiffer than the inner layer of cardiac jelly, 49 suggesting that measured stiffness is primarily that of the myocardium. During these tests, verapamil (calcium channel blocker-50 lM) was used to inhibit sarcomeric contraction, arresting the heart without changing the diastolic mechanical properties of the myocardium. 33, 36 Note that verapamil affects sarcomeric contraction, but not non-sarcomeric (cytoskeletal) contraction.
As force-displacement curves were non-linear, the stiffness (slope) varied with indentation depth. 38 Consistent with our previous results for unloaded hearts in ovo, 33 hearts cultured under NST for 12 h were significantly stiffer than hearts cultured under MST or HST at indentation depths ‡15 lm ( FIGURE 2. Isolated heart morphology and stiffness under altered loading conditions. (a-c) Embryonic hearts were isolated at HH10 2 -10 + and cultured under NST (no surface tension, n 5 6), MST (moderate surface tension, n 5 6), or HST (high surface tension, n 5 5). (a¢-c¢) After 12 h, the hearts were looped. (a¢¢-c¢¢) Less cardiac jelly (CJ) separated the endocardium (EN) and the myocardium (MY) as loads increased. Dashed lines in a¢-c¢ indicate OCT cross section locations in a¢¢-c¢¢. Heart tubes are outlined for clarity in bright field images; OC = outer curvature, IC 5 inner curvature. Scale bar: 250 lm. (d) Hearts were indented on the outer curvature after culture. Stiffness was similar at a 5 lm indentation depth, but diverged thereafter. NST hearts were significantly stiffer (*p < 0.05) than MST and HST hearts at indentation depths ‡15 lm. MST hearts were similar in stiffness to HST hearts at all indentation depths.
hearts (Fig. 2d) . In summary, the stiffness of the heart increased significantly when compressive loads were removed, but the stiffness changed relatively little under loads greater than control. Previously, we showed that the increased stiffness in response to decreased loading is caused by cytoskeletal contraction. 38 Isolated Brains Shorten, Curl, and Stiffen Under Reduced Loads
The above experiments were repeated for the brain. Brains were removed from the embryo at HH10. At this stage, the brain is a tubular, pseudostratified neuroepithelium (one cell, approx. 40-50 lm thick) surrounded by the vitelline membrane, surface ectoderm, head mesenchyme, and notochord (Fig. 1b) . Actin microfilaments are concentrated along the apical (inner) side of the tube (red outline in Figs. 1b, S1B). In addition, the optic vesicles (OVs) have evaginated laterally from the cranial end of the brain tube, although the brain ventricles cannot yet be easily identified (Figs. 3a, 3a¢ ). In the intact embryo, the midbrain is compressed by the vitelline membrane and the head mesenchyme, yielding a slightly elliptic cross section (Fig. 3a¢¢) .
Under NST conditions, the lumen of the isolated brain opens further (Fig. 3b) . As in the heart experiments, the MST state was obtained by removing liquid media until the diameter of the isolated brain was similar to that of the intact brain (Fig. 3c) . Finally, removing most of the fluid gave HST, which compressed the brain until the lumen was no longer apparent (Fig. 3d) . Isolated brains were cultured for 5 h in each loading condition, and the resulting tissue lengths, stiffnesses, and nuclear shapes were measured.
In the NST condition, the length of isolated brains decreased by approximately 25% during culture, and the brain tube curled with the relatively stiff notochord located at the inner curvature (similar to the dorsal mesocardium in the heart) (Figs. 4a, 4a¢, 4e ). MST and HST brains decreased in length but significantly less than the NST samples (MST, p < 0.05; HST, p < 0.001), and did not curl (in contrast to the heart) as these explants were pressed into the semisolid media by the surface tension (Figs. 4b, 4b¢, 4c, 4c¢, 4e) . While a significant difference in length change was not found between MST and HST conditions, in general, it appeared that shortening was inversely proportional to mechanical loading (Fig. 4e) .
Microindentation was used to measure tissue stiffness in the dorsal midbrain for each loading condition. In general, due in part to differences in global structure, isolated brains were stiffer than isolated hearts (Figs. 2d, 5b) , a result consistent with past studies. 38, 48 Explant stiffness increased as external loading decreased (Fig. 5b) , a difference that was statistically significant for NST samples relative to HST brains for indentation depths ‡10 lm (Fig. 5b) .
To explore the reversibility of these perturbations, we performed additional experiments in which loading was changed at an intermediate time point during culture. Brains were cultured for half the time (2.5 h) with increased (HST) or decreased (NST) loading, indented, cultured the remaining 2.5 h under the opposite loading, and then indented again (Figs. 5c,  5d ). At the halfway point, stiffness values were similar to those of brains cultured for the full 5 h in each respective loading condition. Following transfer to the opposite loading condition (HSTt, NSTt), the stiffnesses of HSTt and NSTt brains decreased and increased, respectively. These results show that the responses to altered loading conditions are reversible.
Structural stiffness depends on both material properties and geometry. As brain geometry varied greatly between sample groups (Figs. 3b-3d) , it was important to determine how geometry affected our results. To estimate the effects of geometry on apparent tissue stiffness, finite-element models for brains undergoing microindentation were created using COMSOL Multiphysics software (Fig. S2, Supplementary Methods) . For the same material properties, the models showed that apparent stiffness was approximately 1.6 times higher in collapsed brains relative to those with an internal lumen (Fig. S2C) . Hence, the flattening effect of high surface tension would increase the measured tissue stiffness, and it follows that for the same geometry, stiffness differences between HST vs. NST and MST samples may in fact be even larger than our data indicate.
Changes in Brain Morphology and Stiffness Correlate with Changes in Cytoskeletal Contractility
To test whether these changes in morphology and stiffness were caused by cytoskeletal contraction, we inhibited myosin II by culturing specimens in 60 lM blebbistatin (bleb) under NST conditions. The length of explants exposed to bleb decreased only slightly (<5%) (Figs. 4d, 4d¢, 4e ), and these explants curled less than those cultured under NST alone (Figs. 4a¢,  4d¢ ). Bleb-treated brains shortened significantly less than the MST (p < 0.05) and NST (p < 0.001) brains without bleb (Fig. 4e) . Taken together, these data suggest that the embryonic brain actively shortens via cytoskeletal contraction when external loads are reduced.
In additional experiments, NST brains were cultured in bleb for 2.5 h and then transferred to normal media. After bleb washout, curling resumed (Fig. S3A¢¢) . Also, when bleb was added to brains undergoing curling for 2.5 h, curling ceased and the overall tissue size increased (Fig. S3B¢¢) . These results show that inhibiting contraction stops brain curling after it begins and that this effect is reversible.
Brain stiffness was measured to confirm the effects of bleb on contractility. Stiffness of HST brains was similar to the NST+bleb brains at all indentation depths, suggesting reduced contraction in HST explants (Fig. 5b) . To further examine the effects of bleb exposure time, a subset of the NST explants (NSTs) were reincubated for an additional hour in 60 lM blebbistatin and reindented (Fig. S4) . A statistically significant decrease in tissue stiffness was found at indentation depths ‡10 lm. Stiffness decreased to approximately the same value as tissues cultured for the full 5 h in blebbistatin (dashed line in Fig. S4 ).
In summary, brain stiffness increased as externally applied loads decreased (Fig. 5b) . This response was myosin II-dependent, as stiffness and length changes did not occur in blebbistatin-treated samples cultured under NST conditions (Figs. 4, 5, S3, S4 ). The brain, therefore, contracts and stiffens when compressive loads are decreased, but relaxes and softens when loads are increased.
Brain Nuclei Change Shape Under Changes in Load
Lastly, we speculated that changes in contractility alter wall stresses, which in turn affect the shape of cell nuclei. Studying nuclear shape in the brain is easier than in the developing heart, because brain nuclei have more consistent patterns than those in the heart (Supplementary Information). In the normal brain tube, nuclei are generally elongated and aligned in the radial direction from HH10 to HH12 (Fig. S5) . Hence, we analyzed changes in nuclear shape and orientation in the midbrain for each loading condition (Fig. 6) . Nuclear misalignment was defined as the difference in angle between the major axis of the elliptically shaped nucleus and the normal to the neuroepithelial wall. Nuclear circularity (minor/major axis of the best-fit ellipse, 1 = perfect circle, and 0 = straight line) was also calculated.
As in normal HH11 brains (Fig. S5B¢ ), nuclei were radially elongated and relatively aligned in control brains cultured from HH10 to HH11 (Fig. 6a) . This morphology was consistent across the neuroepithelial wall and did not vary in different regions of the midbrain (Fig. S6) . In MST brains, nuclear morphology was similar to control (HH10-11) brains (Figs. 6c, 6g,  6h) , while NST nuclei were more aligned and elliptical than controls, although differences were not statistically significant (Figs. 6b, 6g, 6h ). Exposure to bleb resulted in rounder (p < 0.001), more randomly oriented (p < 0.05) nuclei (Figs. 6e, 6g, 6h ), which were similar to nuclei of HST brains (Figs. 6d, 6g, 6h) . As a corollary to the bleb experiments, we enhanced myosin contractility in HST samples by adding calyculin (cy-phosphatase inhibitor) to the culture gels at a final concentration of 20 nM. After the same 5-h culture period, the nuclei of HST+cy brains were more elliptical and radially aligned than HST brains, and had a phenotype similar to the MST samples and the HH10-11 controls (Figs. 6f, 6g, 6h) . Taken together, our data suggest that as contractility increases, neuroepithelial nuclei become more elliptical in shape and more radially aligned. As contractility decreases, nuclei become rounder and more randomly oriented.
DISCUSSION
The main finding of this study is that epithelia of the embryonic brain and heart respond similarly to altered mechanical loads. Our results indicate that these organs decrease in stiffness as compressive loads increase, and vice versa. Exposure to the myosin II inhibitor blebbistatin shows that these changes in stiffness are associated with changes in cytoskeletal contractility. In the brain, this response is also accompanied by changes in nuclear shape (heart nuclei were not studied). As discussed below, all of these effects are consistent with an adaptive response that tends to restore the original mechanical state.
Even though different types of cells can have widely disparate functions, studies have shown a remarkable similarity in how they respond to certain types of mechanical stimuli. For example, fibroblasts, smooth muscle cells, and endothelial cells all turn away from the direction of oscillatory stretch on a 2-D substrate, 5 and, for many cell types, the cytoskeleton rapidly fluidizes and then resolidifies in response to transient stretch. 44 Of particular relevance here is the study of Mizutani et al., 30 who found that fibroblasts become softer or stiffer in response to stretch or shortening, respectively. Like our results, these responses for single cells correlate with changes in actomyosin contractility. At the tissue level, the present results for the embryonic heart are consistent with previous findings, whereby removing a membrane (splanchnopleure) that normally compresses the looping heart elicits a contractile response that stiffens the myocardium. 33, 36 During early embryonic development, the heart and brain share some common features. Both are tubes composed primarily of epithelia. In the heart, the rate of growth depends on blood pressure 7 ; in the brain, growth rate depends on cerebrospinal fluid pressure. 9, 10 In addition, mechanically driven changes in tissue shape are crucial to both heart and brain morphogenesis. 14, 19, 41 Hence, it is no surprise that both types of epithelia (myocardium and neuroepithelium) exhibit similar mechano-sensitive behaviors.
In our experiments, both the isolated heart and brain contracted and stiffened when loads from surrounding tissues were removed (Figs. 2d, 5) . Increased compressive loading induced cytoskeletal relaxation and softening of the brain (Fig. 5) , but, in the heart, the stiffness of highly compressed (HST) samples was similar to that of control (MST) samples. The lack of softening in the heart is consistent with the finding that the myocardium of the heart tube contains relatively little myosin II-based cytoskeletal contractility (as opposed to sarcomeric contractility) under normal conditions. 38 In other words, the diastolic cytoskeleton is already in a relatively relaxed state. In addition, isolated brains were stiffer than isolated hearts in all culture conditions. While individual brain cells generally are softer than heart cells, 11 in the early embryo, the neuroepithelium (ectoderm) is much thicker than the myocardium (mesoderm), explaining in part the higher neuroepithelial indentation stiffness. Moreover, Krieg et al. found that early ectodermal cells are significantly stiffer (due to higher cortical tension) than mesodermal and endodermal cells. 27 In the brain, these changes in contractility and stiffness are also associated with global changes in brain size and shape, as well as changes in the shape of cell nuclei. Longitudinal contraction causes the brain to shorten and curl (Figs. 4, S3) . The curling, with the notochord along the inner curvature, is consistent with flexure that occurs during normal development. 17 (Similarly, like hearts in ovo, isolated hearts loop with the dorsal mesocardium at the inner curvature.) The enhanced magnitude of the bending in NST brains may be caused by contraction of the actin-rich notochord. 31 During early development in ovo, neuroepithelial nuclei become increasingly elliptical and radially aligned (Fig. S5) . In our experiments, nuclei became even more elliptical and aligned with the increased contraction induced by decreased loading (Fig. 6b) . Decreasing contractility, whether through compressive loading (HST) or drug treatment (NST+bleb), produced circular nuclei with a less organized orientation (Figs. 6d, 6e, 6g, 6h ). Since contraction affects wall stress, these results are consistent with studies showing that mechanical forces can alter nuclear shape. 18, 28 Forces deform the nucleus through cytoskeletal connections, causing conformational changes in DNA or chromatin structure, which can alter gene expression. 8, 46 Progenitor cells are potentially more sensitive to changes in mechanical loads, as their nuclei are softer and more deformable than the nuclei of terminally differentiated cells. 34 Therefore, we speculate that changes in nuclear shape correlate with changes in wall stress. To illustrate the feasibility of this mechanism, we developed finite-element models simulating compressive loading of the tubular heart and brain (Supplementary Information and Methods, Figs. S7-S10). The results and interpretation are summarized in Figs. 7 and 8 .
According to the model for the heart, reducing the normal compressive load decreases the myocardial tension caused by swelling and squeezing of cardiac jelly (Figs. 7 and S8, MST to NST). In response to this perturbation, actomyosin contraction restores myocardial tension (Figs. 7 and S8, NSTc). In a previous study, we found that a similar response to decreased loading can play a role in morphogenesis of the looping heart. 33, 36 The situation in the brain is a little more complicated. The main reason is that, since the neuroepithelial wall is relatively thick, compressing the brain causes bending stresses that are strongly inhomogeneous (Fig. S10) . We assume that (1) contractile stress is generated predominately by the actomyosin-rich network concentrated at the apical (inner) side of the neuroepithelium (Fig. S1B) ; (2) apical actin is a key mechano-sensor in the brain tube; and (3) peak actin stress modulates the response of the entire actin network. The last assumption is consistent with recent work suggesting that local changes in tension can induce large-scale changes in contractility in neighboring cells. 6, 12, 35 In the brain tube, increasing compressive loading (HST) increases the maximum tension in the apical actomyosin ring, while decreasing compression (NST) has the opposite effect (Fig. S10) . In response, the inner ring contracts when loads are removed (NSTc) and relaxes when loads are increased (HSTr) (Figs. 8, S10 ). These responses tend to reverse the direction of the original perturbation in peak actin stress (Fig. S10) .
Furthermore, apical contraction causes circumferential compression throughout the remainder of the wall (Fig. S10 , NST to NSTc). This change in stress favors elliptical, radially aligned nuclei as seen experimentally (Fig. 8, NSTc case; Fig. 6b ). Conversely, apical relaxation has the opposite effect (Fig. S10 , HST to HSTr), favoring the relatively circular nuclei observed after HST culture (Fig. 8, HSTr case;  Fig. 6d) .
The non-uniform stresses in the brain under all loading conditions (Figs. S9, S10) , however, do not seem consistent with the relatively uniform patterns in nuclear shape observed in the neuroepithelial wall (Fig. S6) . One explanation for this discrepancy may be that our model is too simple, as it neglects, for example, radial contraction and the effects of 3-D geometry. Another possibility is that the nuclei intrinsically maintain a preferred shape that is modulated by a uniformly distributed molecular signal triggered by peak actin stress. Clearly more work is warranted to decipher how epithelial cell (and nuclear) shape is optimized with respect to changes in mechanical stress during development.
Together, our data suggest that embryonic epithelia respond to stress perturbations in ways that tend to restore the original (possibly peak) stress in the tissue, and that this adaptive response is brought about by
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NSTc HSTr FIGURE 8 . Response of brain to altered mechanical loads. Schematic for active response of the neuroepithelium to changes in loading. Line thickness of the apical actomyosin ring (red) reflects relative contractility causing these adaptive responses. MST: Moderate surface tension (control). Radial compressive loads are imposed by surrounding tissues in the intact embryo (see Fig. 1b ). Nuclei are elliptical in shape and radially oriented (black circle). Actin ring is in a state of circumferential tension due to contraction. NST: Removing surrounding tissues decreases peak tension in actin ring. NSTc: Elevated contraction in the actomyosin ring increases to counter this decrease in tension. Circumferential compression increases in the remainder of the neuroepithelium, favoring radially elongated nuclei. HST: High compressive loading increases peak tension in ring. HSTr: The actomyosin ring relaxes to offset this increase in tension. This reduces circumferential tension across the remainder of the wall, favoring circular nuclei. See Figs. S9 and S10 for validation of this schematic by computational modeling.
alterations in cytoskeletal contractility. However, if our mechanically perturbed specimens were simply adapting 'toward' an original stress state, the nuclear shapes should begin to resemble those in control samples. In contrast, our results indicate that NST nuclei eventually become more elliptical than controls (MST), while HST nuclei become rounder than controls (Fig. 6 ). These data suggest that the response causes overshoots of the original nuclear shape and peak stress, in agreement with the hyperrestoration hypothesis proposed by Beloussov and co-workers. 2, 3 The significance of the overshoot has been demonstrated by computational models, which show that if tissue stress returns to its original homeostatic value as in mature tissues, then morphogenesis ceases when homeostatic conditions are restored. 42 On the other hand, an overshoot in stress can induce further perturbations. In this way, a single perturbation can drive a relatively complete morphogenetic process. 1 In conclusion, we have shown that changes in mechanical loading lead to changes in cytoskeletal contractility, which cause alterations in epithelial stiffness and nuclear shape in the developing embryo. We speculate that these changes are mediated by changes in tissue stress. Future studies are needed to determine the role of mechanical feedback in morphogenesis. Better understanding of how precursor cells adapt to changes in mechanical stress also could provide insight into the mechanisms of stress regulation and disease pathology in mature tissues.
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